Who are we?
Show-Me Cannabis is an association of
organizations and individuals who believe
that cannabis prohibition is a failed
policy and that legalizing and regulating
cannabis in a manner similar to alcohol
would better control the production,
distribution,
and
consumption
of
cannabis than the criminal market does.
We seek to engage Missourians in a
serious discussion about the issues
associated with marijuana consumption,
including medical marijuana, industrial
hemp, public safety, and economic
analysis in order to address problems
with the current, failed policy.

Over 2 of every 5 Americans live in a state
with a medical marijuana program.

Regulating cannabis
like alcohol will:
Provide oversight and transparency
by legalizing and regulating the
underground cannabis market
Give Missouri farmers access to the
$452 million and growing steadily
industrial hemp market
Provide safe legal access for medical
marijuana patients
Increase state and local government
revenues by an estimated $217 million
annually
Save tens of thousands of Missourians
from an arrest and a criminal record
every year

Connect with us!
Nearly 2 of every 5 Americans live in a state
with decriminalization or full legalization.

53% of Americans live in a state
with some sort of cannabis reform.

It’s time for Missouri to move away from
treating cannabis use as a criminal act.
Please take a moment to explore the
common-sense reforms within, and let’s
change our state for the better!

Visit us online at
Show-MeCannabis.com
Text ‘smc’ to 420420 now for
mobile updates to your phone!

@showmecannabis

facebook.com/
showmecanregulate
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Public Safety

Industrial Hemp

Medical Marijuana

Under current Missouri law, non-violent cannabis
offenders can be punished with arrest, jail time,
and a lifelong criminal record. These measures
do more harm to the individuals subject to them
than cannabis use itself! According to a study in
the respected British medical journal The Lancet,
cannabis causes less harm to both users and
society than either alcohol or tobacco.

Industrial hemp has many uses, including paper,
textiles, clothing, biodegradable plastics, bio-fuel,
and health foods, and the global hemp market
is now a multi-million dollar industry poised to
expand. Unfortunately, Missouri farmers aren’t
allowed to participate in this lucrative market,
even though hemp has a low THC potency and
cannot get anyone intoxicated.

Moreover, the evidence shows that these harsh
penalties aren’t working! The government’s
Monitoring the Future surveys on drug use found
that “decriminalization of marijuana had virtually
no effect either on use or on related attitudes and
beliefs about marijuana use...”

Before it was outlawed along with its psychoactive
counterpart marijuana in the 1930’s, Missouri was
a leading producer of hemp. In fact, at the Battle
of Lexington, one of the major battles of the Civil
War in Missouri, the Southern soldiers used the
hemp bales grown in the area as defense against
the Union artillery. During World War II, the US
government even encouraged the growth of hemp
to aid the war effort!

The evidence in favor of marijuana’s health
benefits is hard to ignore. In a recent report, the
National Cancer Institute, part of the Federal
government’s National Institutes of Health, showed
marijuana slows or stops the growth of certain
lung cancer cells and suggested that marijuana
may provide “risk reduction and treatment of
colorectal cancer.” In addition to anti-cancer
properties, separate research reported marijuana
appears to have “profound nerve-protective and
brain-enhancing properties that could potentially
treat many neurodegenerative disorders.” Also
in its report, the National Cancer Institute stated
cannabis effectively treats insomnia.

Our current policies come at a very high cost to
Missouri taxpayers. Harvard economist Jeffrey
Miron estimates that Missouri’s state and local
governments spent $90 million on cannabis
prohibition in 2011 including arrests, prosecution,
and incarceration. If the average full-time police
officer earns $50,000 a year, then eliminating
prohibition of marijuana would be the equivalent
of adding 1,800 full-time officers across the state
to prevent and investigate more serious crimes.
Additionally, according to the Missouri State
Auditor, a 25% tax on the sale of cannabis could
generate upwards of $217 million in new revenue.
Show-Me Cannabis supports the full legalization
and regulation of cannabis like alcohol for all
adults age 21 and older. We also support cannabis
decriminalization as a second-best policy.
Decriminalization would eliminate arrest and jail
time, limit fines for the possession of cannabis, and
keep the offense off the person’s public record.
Those convicted of cannabis-only offenses are
currently branded for life as criminals, making
it harder to obtain employment, housing, and
financial aid for education. That is why Missouri
should adopt a policy allowing such non-violent
offenders to expunge cannabis offenses from
their records. These reforms will help create a
more free, safe, and just Missouri!

Currently, consumers can legally buy products
made of hemp, but our farmers cannot raise it.
However, if we reform our laws, Missouri could lead
the nation in hemp production again and give our
farmers access to this crop’s profitable market.
The Hemp Industries Association estimates that
Americans bought $452 million in hemp products
in 2012 alone. Because of our foolish ban on
industrial hemp, most of that money ultimately
goes to China when it could easily go to farmers
right here in Missouri.
It is senseless to persist with a policy that restrains
Missouri’s workers. Let’s end this economically
absurd prohibition!

Other studies show cannabis reduces pain, eases
nausea, and stimulates appetite for HIV/AIDS
patients and cancer patients suffering through
chemotherapy. Research is also showing its side
effects to be relatively benign. According to the
government, 19 studies “failed to demonstrate
statistically significant associations between
marijuana inhalation and lung cancer.” The
report also identified a separate study of 611 lung
cancer patients that showed marijuana was “not
associated with an increased risk of lung cancer.”
The Institute of Medicine, the American Nurses
Association, and the American Society of Addiction
Medicine are just a few of the numerous public
organizations which agree that marijuana has
therapeutic value. Also, according to a November
2012 CBS News poll, 83% of Americans now
support allowing doctors to prescribe marijuana
for medical use.
For these reasons, twenty-one states and our
nation’s capitol already allow for the medical use
of marijuana.
Show-Me Cannabis supports reforming our laws
to allow patients access to medical marijuana
without fear of criminal punishments. The time is
now to support Missourians who are suffering!

